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ONE

Introduction
Purpose of the report
This report is designed to help you understand
your absence risk profile in more depth. It pulls
together all the research you need in order to fully
understand absence, see the importance of positive
absence management and learn how absence can
help business growth and aid recovery.
We’ve pooled together everything we’ve learnt about
the world of absence management and summarised
our key findings to offer practical recommendations,
so that you can reduce your absence risk exposure
and support your business goals.

What will you learn?
• The absence risk profiles - what are they and what
are their risks?
• The negative absence ripple effect – the key to
strategic absence management
• How to improve absence in your organisation

How the data was collated
We have spoken to over 5,000 businesses over the
last 10 years. We know everything there is to know
about absence. Here, we’re summarising years of
data collected on businesses that are looking to
improve absence. Years of conversations, analysis,
and market statistics compressed into one report.
So, let’s get started with our first, most risky
absence profile…
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TWO

The Absence Hazard
What’s an absence hazard?
If your business is an absence hazard, for one reason or another, you
rely on manual processes (Excel, email, paper etc.) to manage absence.
We’ve seen organisations big and small fall into this category. Some of
the world’s biggest brands ‘survive’ using spreadsheets. But 30-35% of
businesses are desperate to get away from their spreadsheet shackles,
they’re just not sure how.
There are a number of reasons why absence hazards exist. If you fall in
this risk profile you might resonate with one or more of the following:
• Absence management is simply not high enough on the agenda. 44%
of HR leaders claim that absence, and its impacts, are only discussed
‘sometimes’ at board level. Businesses that understand the risks and
impact of absence place it high on their agendas.
• Some businesses haven’t yet invested in absence management

44%

because they see it as something that they just ‘have to do’ for
statutory reasons, rather than seeing it as a valuable benefit, or
a strategic initiative in itself.
• 29% of HR leaders don’t know what their current unplanned absence
levels are and therefore simply don’t see the payroll costs that are
mounting up in their business.
• Often businesses just don’t see an alternative solution that does

of HR leaders claim that
absence, and its impacts,
are only discussed
‘sometimes’ at board level

everything they need it to do. *hint, Edays can help!
• Budget. Large or small, all businesses will have a HR budget. It might
be that the business has already invested heavily in a HRIS and is only
now finding it can’t do everything it needs to. Or the business simply
doesn’t have the budget to invest in the tools for the job.
• Time. Tackling a change management project takes time and effort.
Many HR teams we’ve spoken to over the years have been so
swamped with their day-jobs that they struggle to find time to get out
of their manual process cycle. Whilst it might feel counterproductive
to take their foot off the gas, automating all those manual processes
actually saves time.
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What are the risks of being an absence hazard?

Overpayments &
financial liability

Data security
issues

Burnout

Non-compliance

The risks of being
an absence hazard

Inadequate
resourcing

Health &
Safety
High absenteeism
and presenteeism rates
– and unknown rates
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There are many operational, compliance, and reputational risks associated with the absence hazard profile.

Operational risk

• An over-reliance on manual
processes is making everyday tasks

managerial changes; carrying out

a time drain for all employees and

the return-to-work processes; paid/

HR teams. HR is having to do annual

unpaid absence categories and

leave calculations across locations,

employee over payments.

recalculations following work

• Payroll is consumed with data

pattern changes and interactions

collection and accuracy challenges

with Payroll all manually, causing an

which cause a huge financial risk.

efficiency risk.
• Multiple disconnected systems

• Missed emails, or paper-based
absence requests present a risk

and processes with no centralised

of unapproved employee absences,

absence visibility causes a data

absences being taken and not

intelligence risk. Inaccurate and hard

recorded or potentially disgruntled

to access data analysis and trend

employees.

predications also causes a risk to
the business.
• Manual tasks become cumbersome

Compliance risk

carrying over entitlement; processing

• Minimal absence data means
no team workforce plan which in
turn causes resourcing issues and

to manage and pose accuracy risks.

absence bottlenecks resulting in

In particular with changing policies;

understaffed teams.

• Sensitive data housed in multiple

• No standard return-to-work

locations may cause data security

process poses a significant health

issues.

and safety risk.

• Sickness policies are reliant
on manager/HR memory, posing
a compliance consistency risk.

Reputational risk

• There is a risk of poor employee
experiences if there is a poor
culture surrounding absence

• Increased employee churn,
increases financial risk.
• Close to statutory minimum

e.g., presenteeism, high holiday

absence benefits creating risks

liabilities, high levels of stress.

to EVP.

• High levels of presenteeism
increasing the risk of burnout.
• A high risk of burned out employees

• Absence abuse (some employees
taking too much annual leave).
• Higher than necessary absenteeism.

(employees taking too little annual
leave and not resting when sick).
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How to move on from hazard status

management system into your HR ecosystem will

If you’re ready to move your business on from

save you time, money, provide efficiency gains, and

absence hazard status, here are the things you need

ensure you’re compliant (arguably this should be

to consider.

the number one reason – to protect you and your
business!), but the operational gains of utilizing

Operationally, you need to move away from paper

absence management is only part of the story, and

and spreadsheets and manual processes. We get this

this alone will not make you a trailblazer in business.

is hard to justify if the process works ‘as is’. That’s why
we encourage businesses to think more strategically

So, take a moment to look at your employee culture,

about absence. Sure, embedding an absence

engagement and experience - it all starts here.

Costs
increase

Slower growth
potential

Burnout
Sick days
increase
Presenteeism
increases
Productivity
decreases

Lower
engagement

No reciprocal
trust
Dishonesty

Reactive or
negative absence
culture

Lack of proactive
support
Unfulfilled
duty of
care

Increased
absences
Poor
reputation

Recruitment
challenges

Resourcing
issues

Higher financial
risk

Increase in
people turnover

Higher
reputational
risk

Dissatisfied
people

Higher
compliance
risk

Loss of
talent

Cultural
disconnect

It’s called the negative absence
ripple effect.

but it’s a critical step when trying to understand the
value of an engaged workforce.

We’ve worked with 5,000 businesses over the
years and the first thing we often talk about is their

Why? Poor culture will manifest itself in absence.

culture, engagement and employee experience -

If people feel like they can’t take time off, be honest

the foundations of any absence improvement

about their reason for being off or feel they have

initiative start here.

a lack of support around sickness absence etc.,
absence becomes a perpetual problem rather than

It’s hard for any HR team, large or small, to admit

a strategic opportunity for growth.

that their business has a negative culture of any kind,
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How the ripple effect works…
Absence culture
Start at the centre circle by looking at your absence culture. If the
people that work in your business feel that absence is a negative, or
even a neutral word, or see it as something the business is looking to
reduce, and feel uncared for or untrusted with absence, it will eat away

10%

at the employee / business relationship like a rapidly spreading disease.
Edays believes that fixing this challenge starts with a shift in culture.
Businesses need to remove the taboo around absence and
communicate positive messages around taking time out. Whether that
is properly switching off when taking time off or forcing yourself to
recuperate when you are unwell.

of people have worked
while ill due to
employer pressure
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Reciprocal trust, honesty, support and duty of care

Reciprocal trust in numbers

Real business relationships produce positive results
for both parties for one core reason: reciprocity.
When you stop having each other’s backs and lack the
desire to give more than receive, the relationship can

24%
of workers would take sickness as annual leave to
avoid having to answer questions

quickly go awry. Most notably, you have to care a lot
and trust the people you work with in the relationship
to cultivate an environment of innovation.
Without this, people will stop giving as much to their
roles. They will be less likely to be totally honest
with you and less engaged. They are also less likely
to recommend your business and you will likely
find overall absence rates increase as a result of an
employee feeling ‘checked out’.

50%
of workers would not be honest about a genuine
absence reason (CIPD)

17%
of employees call in sick despite not being ill

12%
of workers believe they are not being supported

As an employer you need to empower your
employees to understand what good absence
looks like, but you also need to be able to support
and be proactive too. Top employers understand
the need to prevent burnout to increase employee
engagement and productivity by up to 20% (Gallup).
Those who manage absence well are also more likely
to have a climate of trust and mutuality, a positive
outlook amongst line managers and high levels of

by their employer

18%
of workers feel they are unable to trust their boss
(Totaljobs)

87%
of workers expect help and support both in
and out of work (Glassdoor)

internal skill substitution.
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Engagement, absence rates, and employer

every day with passion, purpose, presence, and

reputation

energy. Disengaged employees do not.

Engagement and wellness are conjoined and,
together, need to sit at the heart of your business

Combined with a strong absence culture, engaged

strategy. Healthy employees are happy employees.

employees are the key to business success with

They take their planned leave when they need it,

a direct positive impact on your bottom line.

and they have lower levels of unplanned absence.

High absence levels are linked to disengagement

They show higher job satisfaction rates, show up

and equally low absence levels are linked with

to work ready to move mountains, and are less

presenteeism and burnout. Getting that absence

vulnerable to stress. Engaged employees show up

balance is key.

Engagement in numbers

70%

Disengaged employees cost
U.S. firms up to

and UK companies

$550
bn

£340
bn

(The Engagement

a year (Perkbox)

of employees are actively disengaged at some point
or other (Gallup)

53%
of Americans are currently unhappy at work
(The Conference Board)

21%

Institute, Forbes)

Highly engaged teams show 21% greater profitability

44%
Engaged individuals are 44% more productive (Emplify)
Teams who score in the top 20% for engagement realise a

41%
reduction in absenteeism and

59%

Poor culture and disengaged employees not only
impact your bottom line in terms of productivity,
but also in terms of increasing cost. A negative
reputation costs companies at least 10% more per
hire (Harvard Business Review). Additionally, 96% of
companies believe employer brand and reputation
can positively or negatively impact revenue, yet less
than half (44%) monitor that impact (Career Arc).

less employee turnover (Salesforce)

85%
of HR leaders think sickness absence has a direct impact
on employee engagement in their organisation.
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Reputation in numbers

84%
of job seekers say reputation of a company as an
employer is important

55%
of job seekers abandon applications after reading
negative reviews online

89%
of workers at companies that support well-being
initiatives are more likely to recommend their company
as a good place to work

Productivity, presenteeism, resourcing
and recruitment
What happens when people feel disengaged,
checked out and tired? Or feel they have to work

Decreased productivity

Lost productivity costs

costs US businesses

the UK economy

$1
trillion

£73
bn

each year (Gallup)

year (Britain’s Healthiest

whilst not being on their ‘A-Game’? Productivity
decreases, presenteeism increases, and burnout
starts to creep in.

Workplace)

76%

141m

of workers say their

working days are lost

productivity has

each year due to sickness

stagnated or fallen

or injury in the UK, which

since last year

stunts productivity
(ONS)
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It’s well reported that the average employee takes
somewhere between 3-5 days per annum off sick.
The bigger problem is that over half of employers
don’t know how much sickness absence is costing
them directly through OSP costs and lost productivity
or, more importantly, the hidden costs of it. Such
hidden costs include providing cover, overtime (which
is used in 47% of cover requests) recruitment or even
the fact that covering a colleague is likely to make
you 30% less productive (compared to the individual
you’re covering).

the business need to do the same and they need to
do it loudly. Your responsibility as an employer is to

There are lots of reasons that lead to presenteeism

ensure you have the right support (sick pay, internal

in employees. From not wanting to let your team

guidance, EAP etc.) to allow people to STOP when

down, not wanting to look bad in front of leaders or

they need to.

maybe down to a lack of sick pay. If your employees
are there in body, but not in mind (which research

With 35% of employees saying they use annual leave

shows is about 80% of employees at one time or

entitlement when sick, ‘leavism’ is another growing

another), there will be a huge impact on productivity.

concern in the workplace. Edays believes that

Not to mention the fact that if they are at work sick

using your annual leave entitlement smartly across

then they could infect other team members.

the year allows you to be at your best and most

Edays believes that although sometimes done

productive at work when you feel fully rested.

with good intentions presenteeism is harming

If employees start using their annual leave

your business and putting additional pressure

entitlement to take time off sick it will lead to long

on your employees.

term mental health challenges, increased sickness
and ultimately lost productivity.

One of the most positive changes a business can
make is to lead by example. All of us get ill or need

We recommend keeping an eye on low sickness

to take time to recharge our batteries: the leaders in

rates, this could be a clear sign of presenteeism.

Presenteeism in numbers

80%

Presenteeism is estimated
to cost the UK economy

of UK employees work when sick

35%
of employees use annual leave when they are
actually sick

£15.1
bn

35
days
are lost per worker each
year due to presenteeism
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Burnout, churn
Nearly 50% of employees have reported to have felt burned out at
some point at work and burned-out people are 63% more likely to take
sick days.
Research suggests that employee burnout is responsible for 20%-50%

50%

of employee turnover, so you can see that the hidden cost of burnout is
potentially huge for businesses.

66%

of employees have reported
to have felt burned out at
some point at work

stress
spike

63%

Employee
turnover costs

more likely to
take sick leave

Increase in
sick pay
and overtime
cover

15-20%
of salary
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High-stress levels manifest in poor physical

Burnout in numbers

health (fatigue, aches and pains, weight gain) and
compromised mental health (depression, anxiety,

31%

anger). These findings emphasise the connections

of employees report extremely high levels of stress

between wellness and engagement, and how stress

at work (CareerBuilder)

undermines both. The best strategies to combat the
plague of burnout are both holistic approaches, such

Edays data shows a

as workshops on stress management and resilience

64%

and ensuring your people are taking regular breaks

stress spike 2019-2020

throughout the year, as well as time off to relieve the
stress bucket before it overspills. Doing this will lead
to a workforce that is healthier, more engaged, and
more productive.
Edays suggests using your absence data insights to
help spot trends in behaviour before they become
problematic. Use alerts to flag when an employee
is taking several instances of sick leave or perhaps

35%
of employees reported feeling work related stress

95%
of HR leaders admit that burnout is sabotaging
employee retention
People facing burnout are

Burnout is responsible for

2.6
times

2050%

as likely to be

of employee churn

hasn’t taken any sick leave at all! Use minimum
staffing levels and booking limits to make sure,
particularly with the increase in remote working,
that employees are taking regular breaks and aren’t
‘holiday hoarding’. Combining minimum bookings
with seasonal targets will ensure employees take
leave regularly to avoid risks of burnout. Also make
sure you have a defined and simple RTW process

seeking a new role

that prompts conversations to ensure employees are
not returning to work still unwell.
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Costs, growth, and risks
When burnout strikes, it’s not just bad for the

Cost in numbers

individual suffering. It’s bad for business, it might

55%

seem obvious, but when absence is too high, or too

of businesses don’t know the cost of absence

low - costs go up, productivity, engagement and
reputation go down, whilst, costs, employee churn
and recruitment spend go up.
All of these factors create risk in terms of financial
and legal stability, growth, and reputation.

The average cost of absence is

3%
of payroll

69%
of HR leaders don’t know how much sickness
absence is costing their business
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Edays can not only help you save time,
money and make efficiency gains but
can also help you to use absence to grow
your business

See how

“Edays has revolutionised the way
we monitor and manage absences,
transforming the way we work.
We don’t know how we coped before
Edays was in place.”
Leah Naman, People Experience Partner,
ASOS

Retail super-giant ASOS went from struggling to manage absence
manually with paper and spreadsheets to a true absence trailblazer.
Here’s how they did it:

They went from…

To …

With amazing results

Often inaccurate paper forms

A super quick online self-service

Saving 70 minutes of admin

tool and absence automation

time per absence and boosting
productivity

High levels of unknown sickness

Total sickness absence

Lower absence rates, a reduction

absences causing a strain on the

visibility, intelligence and a

in sick pay and lower negative

business

more empowered and trusted

impact on business performance

workforce
Separate systems, reporting and

A streamlined HR ecosystem

Compliant, company-wide

data all telling a different story

with integrated HR, payroll and

absence reporting driving

absence data

business growth decisions

ASOS is on a fast-track to having one of the most innovative and
forward-thinking absence management solutions in the world.
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THREE

The Absence Sufferer
What is an Absence Sufferer?
If you identify as an ‘Absence Sufferer’, your risk is
lower in an immediate sense. However, the real risk
is that you may be compliant but not competitive
- you may well risk being overtaken by more
trailblazing competitors.

Your disconnected systems and processes all ‘do
the job’, but in isolation to each other. You likely get

It’s likely that you’re using either a single HR system to

frustrated with having to re-key or copy and paste

track absence or, if you’re operating across multiple

data from multiple systems into one report that tells

countries, you are likely using multiple HR systems

you the true story. Whilst this is necessary it does

and processes to manage everything from payroll

concern you as you are more than aware of how

to absence and onboarding. This, no doubt, raises

sensitive this data is, and you really dislike the fact it

eyebrows in the boardroom at every budget review

is stored in multiple places – whether that be in the

as it’s costing your business a lot of money. You might

system, on a spreadsheet or in a board report.

have even resorted to using local spreadsheets to
avoid having to carry out costly bespoke work with
your existing HRIS provider.

“Your disconnected systems
and processes all ‘do the job’,
but in isolation to each other.”

If you’re using a HR system, and your people needs
are complicated, you’re no doubt suffering the

Your absence entitlement calculations and carry-over

frustration of system limitations and have often

are partially automated – which is great – but you still

had to result to the ‘Export to Excel’ functionality to

find yourself having to manually intervene when your

crunch the data and fill the gaps manually.

people don’t fall into the typical working pattern or
when they have different entitlements to the bulk of
your employees.
You find your teams’ absence calendars are typically
not in one place and your managers would love to
have full visibility of absence in their teams.
You know how important absence is and you’re on
a journey to improve things, but it’s hard. Don’t
worry – you’re doing great, you might just need the
right tool for the job. After all, you wouldn’t try to fix
a plug with a hammer…
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What are the risks of being an absence sufferer?
Operational risk

• There will be some manual

necessarily actionable e.g., can’t

interventions needed to upload

break down cost of sickness by

absence data into payroll/SFTP –

region or by group.

which drains HR time.
• Absence management is minimally
integrated with HR tech ecosystems
and therefore absence data can
often be missing from key systems
e.g., ERP.

• Cross-border teams require
multiple system logins.
• Changes of policies extremely
challenging to manage.
• Lack of absence visibility affecting
staffing at key times of the year.

• There might be reasonable data
reporting and analytics but not

Compliance risk

• Whilst data is managed safely, it
may not necessarily be encrypted
posing a security risk.
• Inflexible systems create

• Lack of system flexibility leading
to non-compliance of global rules.
• Payroll consumed with data
collection and accuracy challenges.

inaccurate data.
• Compliant data, maybe, but not
necessarily competitive.

Reputational risk

• Room to improve on disjointed
employee experiences.
• No centralised data analytics for
making intelligent decisions.
• Lacking potential benefits.

• Significant technical debt.
• Higher than necessary absenteeism.
• Employee health unknown.
• Reactive approach to employee
wellbeing and burnout.
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How to move on from sufferer status
In addition to mapping out your current and desired absence ripple effect model,
you need to accept that your HRIS might not be enough.
HRIS systems are great. They do a range of things that you need and they do
them well. These systems are a great option if your business’s core focus is on
L&D. Most HRIS systems will have a basic absence management tool built in
which is often fine for businesses that are built in the same way the tool was built
(with people working Monday to Friday, 9-5pm in one location etc). But, if your
business’s needs extend beyond the basic, you might have found yourselves
becoming absence sufferers. If you find yourself trying to force your system to
work in the way your business works, it might be time to accept that it just isn’t
the right fit for your growing absence needs.

If your business’s needs extend beyond the
basic, you might have found yourselves
becoming absence sufferers.
We have huge respect for our HR system peers… any system that makes the
world of HR and people management better is a good thing. However, there’s
some stuff you need to know about the absence management functionality in
an off-the-shelf HRIS.
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Here, we’ve combined some of the absence pitfalls of the most well-known HRIS systems,
to show why absence has become a real thorn in the side for a lot of mid-sized and
enterprise businesses. In these systems, you may struggle to:
• Accrue holiday.
• Change work patterns or
shift patterns in certain
geographies.
• Manage overtime or TOIL.

• Report and schedule reports
on meaningful absence data.
Encrypt data.

• Automate the return-to-work
process forms.
• Set multicounty public

• Use the system, particularly
the back end.

holidays.
• Automatically calculate

• Pull multi-geo reports.

• Integrate with calendars.

• Set access levels and calendar

• Approve holidays without

• Run cost of absence reports.

permissions (either you can

logging in and checking

• Use Bradford factor scoring.

see all, or none!).

calendars.

• Set up triggers or alerts.

• Set minimum staffing levels.

• Set multiple authorizers.

• Adopt flexible working

• Set long service award

patterns i.e. outside of

sickness.

calculations.

Monday to Friday.
However, you CAN:
Do development work to ‘make’ all of this functionality happen. Businesses that look at this
option will need deep pockets and an understanding CFO.

See how Edays integrates with
the world’s leading HR, payroll,
and benefit solutions

Book a demo today
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Up, up and away

“We were using an online system, but it wasn’t
easy and intuitive for our employees and managers
because it wasn’t an absence management tool – it’s
mainly known on the market as a ticketing tool. Some
of our locations weren’t using it at all. That’s why,
when we had to consolidate data, it was a challenge
taking us from some days to several weeks to provide
the overview and numbers required.”
Liia Rikson, HR Technology Manager,
International Airport Transport Association
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) was a classic absence sufferer.
A global company struggling to track absence across the world with a tool that was not fit
for purpose. Here’s how they became an absence trailblazer…

They went from…

To …

With amazing results

A sporadic approach to absence

A consistent, country-compliant

Automated processes and

management across the globe

approach that ensures absence is

templates for country-specific

managed fairly

absence admin is saving the HR
team huge amounts of time each
and every month

No visibility of absence

Transparent absence visibility

Absence reports were taking

internationally and admin-

globally and detailed reporting at

weeks to consolidate – they are

intensive processes when trying

the click of a button

now available in minutes and

to report on absence

are informing critical business
decisions more quickly

A complicated leave booking

An accurate, simple and user-

Work schedules can be agreed

process and question marks over

friendly booking system that the

more easily with full absence

the accuracy of who’s in and

managers and teams all love

visibility and employees can self-

who’s off

serve with ease

IATA has not only made sure their absence processes are operationally fit, but they’re now
taking absence to a new strategic level – going beyond statutory requirements to see the
value in best of breed systems that give them true insight into their people.
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FOUR

The Absence Trailblazer
What is an absence trailblazer?
Operationally, absence trailblazers are killing it. If you identify with this, your business
will be automating your absence processes, providing a really great absence
experience to your people and will be water-tight compliant. Strategically, absence
trailblazers are using absence benefits as a key differentiator in their EVP and to
promote diversity, engagement and wellbeing. For example, Brewdog’s Pawternity
leave, Zoom’s ‘unlimited time off’ or Weebly Wanderlust using holiday trading to
promote the element of choice.
Absence trailblazers ensure that their absence policies are aligned with values,
purpose, mission and strategic business goals. They of course, have a strong
absence culture – remember it all starts here! Employees feel ownership over
their own time, can take leave when they need it, and feel supported by their
employer to do so.
Why is all this important? Because, absence matters.
What are the advantages - and are there any risks?
There are many operational, compliance and reputational advantages of being
an absence trailblazer…
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Operational
advantage

• Simple and elegant user
experiences.
• Seamless user experiences linked
with HRIS via single-sign-on.
• Superior workforce management
planning capabilities.
• HR team empowered to focus on
fewer admin tasks.

Compliance
advantage

• Flexibility to adapt policies when
required.
• Capability to plan around absence
trends.
• Real-time data for HR, Payroll
and finance.
• Automated leaver calculations
removing manual time burden.

• Compliant to GDPR and IT/Data
Security.
• Easy to manage global absence in
compliant manner.

Compliance
advantage

• Capability for proactive Wellbeing
management.

• HR analytical insight for employee
health.

• Happier, healthier, smarter working.
• Employees more likely to
recommend your business.
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How to maximise being an absence
trailblazer

40
million
days

$1
trillion

of work lost last year

worth of lost productivity

due to mental health in UK

due to anxiety and

As the saying goes, with great power comes great
responsibility. Businesses that have such a powerful
absence tool must use this wealth of functionality
to not only aid the business operationally, but
strategically through its people.
A tool such as Edays helps business tackle the rising
issues of mental health, presenteeism and the new

depression
Mental health costs

world of work.
It’s up to absence trailblazers to use reporting and
insights tools (out of the box) to spot particular
trends and alert the relevant people, so that they
can provide the right blend of help and support
before these trends become problematic.

£45
bn
per annum to UK
employers

Ready to be an absence
trailblazer?

We’d love to talk to you!

Lifelong trailblazers (and beloved Edays customers) include:
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FIVE

Summary and recommendations
We’ve split your action plan for improving absence management and reducing your
absence risks into three key pillars – absence management, absence intelligence, and the
absence experience.

- 1: Absence Management

- 2: Absence Intelligence

- 3: Absence Experience

Look at your operations and

Looking at your absence data,

Look at the current experience

ask yourself:

ask yourself:

your people have with absence,
ask yourself:

<If your processes are

What are my current

manual> what could I do to

absenteeism and

What’s the absence culture

automate these?

presenteeism levels

within my organisation?

by region or team?
<If your processes are mainly

How often is absence

online>, what could I do to

What is my cost of absence

make them easier?

and how might I decrease this?

discussed in the board room?
What are we currently doing

Are my processes fully

What are my compliance risks?

to help our employees

compliant in every region

How might I mitigate these?

wellbeing, and what else

I operate?

Set your goals based on what you
see. Are you confident in your
culture? Data? And processes?

could we do?

If not, we can help!
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